The S-cone electroretinogram: a comparison of techniques, normative data and age-related variation.
The blue sensitive mechanism in human colour vision is highly susceptible to damage in ocular disease. There is a need for objective methods to assess this and several methods of recording the blue cone (S-cone) electroretinogram (ERG) have been described. We therefore compared a silent substitution technique (SST) and a selective adaptation technique (SAT) using a novel combination of optical filters, on 24 normal subjects. The age-related variation in the S-cone ERG was also investigated in a further 73 normal subjects. S-cone ERGs elicited by SAT were of higher amplitude, (p < 0.001) with smaller coefficients of variation than those elicited with SST. The SST method has already been shown to be highly sensitive in primary open angle glaucoma and, unlike SAT, has no significant age related variation. However, the results of this study suggest that the new, SAT method may prove to be more convenient and effective in clinical practice, provided that age norms are applied.